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M odernizin g D a t a Acces s a n d An a l y ti cs D uri n g an d Af te r Mi gra ti o n

Enterprises wanting to modernize to cloud data storage face two complex tasks: staging data migrations and, perhaps more
complicated, moving and rebuilding the analytical business logic—the data pipeline—that connects existing BI and data science tools.
Starburst Enterprise leverages Trino, formerly PrestoSQL, an open-source, distributed SQL query engine, to make better decisions with
lightning-fast access to all data, no matter where it lives. Starburst helps solve these problems with a data consumption layer that
enables seamless operation of analytics workloads during migration and eliminates the need to reconstruct data pipelines on cloud data
lake storage. With Starburst, a query fabric layer abstracts the datasets being queried from the underlying physical datasets and
storage. Thus, even as the location of the physical data changes during migrations, queries continue against the same virtual dataset
without disruption.

Challenges of data migrations
Migrating data sources behind analytical systems is an arduous task. Data needs to be migrated from one source system to the another
with minimal interruption for the end users. Often this can require multiple stages, coordination over many users, querying multiple
systems in order to access all data, accuracy issues and significant efforts by IT to manage many moving parts.
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Single point of access
Starburst Enterprise can alleviate the issues of data migrations by creating a SQL-based “query fabric” over the top of all data
sources that acts as a single point of access. We call this the data consumption layer. The data consumption layer allows for the
underlying data locations, formats and technologies to change without the users needing to be aware. IT can concentrate on
moving the data and users can get fast, reliable, accurate, and timely data without interruption.
Business users, tools and data consuming services are pointed to the single point of access query fabric and enjoy the freedom
of not needing to know where the data comes from or when that location has changed. Instead of targeting data sources directly,
these consumers point to the data access layer. Then, when data sources, formats or locations change, Starburst Enterprise can be
easily repointed. All users are migrated simultaneously and seamlessly.

Flexibility for optionality
As data is migrated from one system to another, views are updated to point to the new location with zero downtime or interruption
for the end users. Since Starburst can query low-cost, data lake storage at terabyte scale, this allows more flexibility in determining
where your data lives. With the ability to query across different platforms, choosing the lowest cost storage option will futureproof your architecture avoiding vendor “lock-in”. This also allows for the combination of historical, operational and real-time data
sources, for the most complete and accurate view throughout the data life cycle.
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Scale-out performance & global
access control
Using enterprise grade, parallel connectors to different data
sources, Starburst creates a SQL-based access layer for all
users while achieving the same performance and SLAs users
are expecting. Scale-out access becomes unified and simplified
through the single point of access query fabric allowing SQLbased tools (Power BI, Tableau, Looker, Thoughtspot) or a variety
of programming libraries (java, python, R) to access the data no
matter where it lives.
Additionally, Starburst’s global access control provides full role
based control down to the column and row level for any data
source ensuring full compliance with the strictest of enterprise
security policies.
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It’s your schedule, so move at your own pace
In preparing to migrate data, data engineers can simply transfer
Starburst’s query fabric layer to the new cloud data lake storage.
This is accomplished with no interruptions, and no rebuilding
of data pipelines. Data teams can radically speed up both the
modernization process and enterprise access to data postmigration. Starburst enables queries against multiple datasets,
both on-prem and in the cloud, so your analytics workloads won’t
be slowed by ongoing migrations. Therefore, you can migrate
your workloads and data to the cloud at your own pace.
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The Starburst and Trino difference
Driving data-driven decisions to improve business outcomes
With universal access to all of your data, your company will have the visibility it needs to make improved business decisions in a fraction of
the time, and migrate data when best for you.
Trino eliminates the need to maintain a traditional data warehouse and separates storage from compute, allowing organizations to leverage
low-cost storage without sacrificing insights. In addition to tremendous cost savings, Trino improves productivity and time to insight on
actionable data, enabling decision makers to impact the business with faster, smarter, data-driven outcomes.
Although they are built on the same basic query engine, there are several important differences between Starburst Enterprise and the
open source version of Trino. With these enhancements from Starburst, enterprises enjoy enhanced:
Performance: Includes the latest optimizations; caching available for frequently accessed data; stable code that minimizes
failed queries
Connectivity: 40+ supported enterprise connectors; high-performance connectors for Synapse, Oracle, Teradata, Snowflake,
IBM DB2, Databricks Delta Lake, and many more
Security: Fine-grained, row- and column-level access control; Kerberos, OKTA, LDAP integration; data encryption & masking;
query auditing to see who is doing what; plus standard role-based access control (via Apache Ranger)
Management: Enhanced tools for configuration, autoscaling, Insights monitoring dashboards; high availability; easy deployment
on anywhere
Support: 24/7/365 enterprise-grade support from the largest team of Trino experts in the world; fully tested,
stable releases; hot fixes & security patches

For more information, visit starburst.io
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